PO Box

Potts Point 1335

21 May 2003

4

The Chairman
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal
PO Box 4290
QVB PO NSW 1230

Dear Sir
I wish to make the following submission to any hearing on the possibility of public transport

fares rising in Sydney.
I base my comments on my experiences with
Junction over the past six months since m
CityRail can justify a price increase when the
promised to lift their game in exchange for p
degraded rather than upgraded, so in future
proven lifting in service.

1.

Timing is erratic. In six
I have traveled on
have arrived at their desti
website I realise that CityRail fudge their
only measuring at certain times of the d
their usual running times claiming forc
services when one would expect that trains would run better due to less traffic but it
would seem that CityRail only concentrate on times when they are being monitored and
could not care a less about the majority of the day.
le. The 9:20am Bondi
For instance, let’s take yesterday, Tuesd
actually arrived at
Junction to Cronulla service is due in at
’
was due at Miranda at
10:38am, that is 19 minutes late. The following 9:50
ice from Cronulla to
10:41am but was 5 minutes late at 10:46am. The 10
Bondi Junction was due at Town Hall at 11:23am but again was 5 minutes late at
11:28am. Three services that I know of, all in off-peak times, all on the same morning,
none of which seem to be included when CityRail calculate their “on-time running”
statistics.
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tal evidence I would
2.

is subject to constant
paper-based timetable
weekday service fiom Cronulla to
find that it leav

commuters. For
g to catch this train will

as Bondi Junction. It is unp
once per fortnight a service
notice at Sutherland (ie, the

service. There is usually no notice oft

contradiction to

information.
3.

one before, by the tim
on) from
for the next train.
loaded to

the 5:33pm service (or the
train I had started off
and passengers off-

11 on almost fifty percent of the
see any security presence pas
journeys. That figure includ
minute journey (not exactly
ill never see that securi
“safe” when most passen
on the train for almost it
were introduced I can o
passengers to take their
for the rest of the journey, such was the rarity of such
sent the whole carriage
action.

Minister on an almost weekly
Throughout February of this year I emailed the
Cronulla with no apparent
basis reporting late night trains that I’d been on
Chubb security presence. On average, three out of four night trains
since. The only thing th
Nothing was done, little has ch
ce CityRail and their PO
stopped bothering with the em
care.
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5.

Part of the security presence that CityRail has promised which is composed of “Transit
Officers” is in fact often a hazard r er than a help. Many commuters are more likely to
be assaulted by persons in those
rms than they are likely to be assaulted by “homeboys” or similar. Regular complaints to CityRail management about these activities are
ignored as it seems management is more concerned with being able to claim hundreds of
Officers on duty than worrying about what those Officers actually get up to whilst on
duty. In addition, many of these Officers seem to regard their prime duty as being the
issuing of infi-ingementnotices and will ignore complaints of anti-social activities in
other carriages if there is the slightest chance of issuing a ticket in the carriage where they
are operating.

6.

Whilst CityRail go on about missing revenue and seem to expect the honest amongst
commuters to subsidise the dishonest, in fact many persons don’t pay fares as they are
unable to because ticket offices do not operate for much of the day at many stations,
automatic ticket machines are often out of order, automatic ticket machines e
seeming to operate will reject many legal tender notes for unknown reasons, and security
persons emptying automatic ticket machines oftenturn them off during peak periods in
order to maintain them as their priority is to empty the money bins rather than allow
commuters to obtain tickets.
For instance, it is common on a Sunday evening to find not one manned window at both
suburban and country platforms at Central Railway Station (supposedly the hub of the
network), and gates wide open. If Cronulla can be manned at that time why can’t
Central? This is just encouraging passengers not to pay, so it’s no wonder many don’t.

7.

The supposed “information service” run on behalf of CityRail, 13 1500, is more a
“disinformation service” as it rarely gives up-to-date information, often has no idea of
what is going on, and has no idea of why trains are late or when they might eventually
turn up. I phoned once from Miranda Station to ask where a train was that was then
twenty minutes late only to be told it was “probably delayed with passengers taking a
while to board” yet it turned out that train had been canceled forty-five minutes before
and had not even left Bondi Junction. The claimed “dirty carriages” service never seems
to result in those carriages actually getting cleaned that day, with commuters regularly
finding the same mess they phoned about on Day One, still in the carriage twenty-four
hours later, and often forty-eight hours later.

8.

Station staff are often uninformative (perhaps they are in turn not kept up to date by their
superiors) and don’t seem to care. “Don’t ask me” seems to be the common refrain.
Quite apart from often having no idea when missing trains will arrive, there was an
instance recently during scheduled maintenance when I had to ask four different staff
before one at Town Hall was able to inform me which platform trains to Cronulla were
running from that Saturday. Yet this is an instance where the information should have
been known days, if not weeks, in advance and a simple notice up at the station entrance
would have avoided most commuter enquiries.
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9.

The PA system on many trains is inaudible, and on many stations there are no speakers
towards the ends of the platforms,
. Prime examples in my
locality include Cronulla, Woo100
know what is going on when Ci

10.

Indicator Boards are often uninformativ
was last Friday (16* May) when the indi
would be 8 carriages (so passengers sp
but only 6 carriages turned up. In the evening the indicators at Sutherland Station often
simply say “Special” with no time, etc, when in
es to Waterfall and
the one after to Cronulla. Last Tuesday, when w
he network effected
by floods, Sutherland simply
announcements to keep passe
could not make out what was be

11.

Air conditioning is non-existent on what seems to be a majority of the carriages currently
in use, and when one boards a train with air conditioning it is set so as to be most
uncomfortable. For reasons best known to themselves CityRail seems to have perfected
the art of getting the heating to run at thirty degrees plus on trains which will be
overcrowded for much of the journey; on empty trains however they will run the air
conditioning at about ten degrees!

12.

The cleanliness of CityRail stations and trains leaves
to be desired. I do admit that
e piles of rubbish fiom some
there has been a slight improvement in the removal o
trains (especially inter-city trains) but many window-ledges are so thick with grime as to
suggest that they haven’t been wiped down for months. Hurstville Station often resembles
ave become a permanent part of many
a rubbish tip on a good day. Graffiti see
in some cases for six months on the
carriages I’ve been looking at the same
interior of the same carriages.

-

13.

. I maintain that if all the
CityRail seem to be basing part of their case on
sed on CityRail’s claimed
Tribunal is going to do is grant without questio
increased costs then there is no incentive for CityRail to control their costs.
For instance, on Friday the 16thof May a four carriage train (left Cronulla 7:36pm) to
fferent voices doing
Redfern - please note I am
? If CityRail’s rostering is so
hem employed I see no reason
larly, I can understand one
person at the Cronulla Station ticket office with his feet on the desk reading the paper
whilst he waits for the next cust
but often there are four of them hanging around
ow so only one can serve at a h e ! These sorts
with nothing to do - there’s
ost able to be claimed back fiom passengers.
of waste should not be reg
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14.

The SRA’s submission of 2002 (page 29) said that the agencies appear committed to
improving service standards. I wo
ubmit, based especially on the above points, that
there is absolutely no evidence of this, in fact most evidence is to the contrary. There
seems to be a general lack of a customer service ethic at all levels of CityRail, and there
is no real evidence of any effort being made to improve the situation. Sure, lip-service is
given at hearings such as these, but there is no real improvement at the “coal-face”.

I should point out that I have raised each of these issues in the past with the responsible Minister
to no avail. The ruling rationale behind CityRail’s operation seems to be that they don’t care
about giving a service to the traveling public as they can rely on conning non-users and gain
regular ticket price increases in order to fund top management’s lavish perks.

Yours faithfully

7.

M John Ready
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